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1_INTERPRETATION OF SUBJET 
           hypercity, flow, transportation

We received several topic word ; hypercity, flow, transportation..etc.
At this point, I focused about a role of transprotation.
,,,because, public transportation has more special meaning than auto mobile. 
When we use them, we have to meet other people and it also means that 
we must see, interact with others...   

At first, i was inspired by an film(Amelie of Montmartre,2001). 
In one scene, she was walking in metro station. She heard some sound in platform 

Because of that sound, she was lead and met some man,
It was very small event but at the end, it was big clue to make full story.

I wanted to say about social effect of public transportation. 

?

Whether transportation is convenient or not, it gives numerous events between people.
I focused again making "events" between people to interact each other.
To make people be sociable.

Why not "we can not be like a woman inside this film?."
Why no  "we can not enjoy many events?."



2_DEVELOPMENT IN GROUP
      ;pause

When we gathered in one group,
we had same interest about "TIME".
We thought about our society in terms of time.

We thought that stopping this
circulation is a responsiblity of architect.

We have to make a pause to balance between
humantime and technology time

Time can be devided into "technology time" and "human time"
As a technology develop, people can finish their work

more quickly. But not like before, people don't use their
rest time to  make a balance between "technology time" and

"human time". They work more and more, and 
persist more fast and more big.

...But, giving green space for the people can be a solution
for this problem?  
We can see many green spaces which are leaved alone. 

 

Now, people are demanding another kind of architectural pause not like a past.

{

{
So, we suggest 2 kinds of "NEW"pause for the people.

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
SOLVING DISCONNECTION



2-1_INTERACTIVE DESIGN

By interactive design, we can use technology 
again on the contrary to make a balance. 
It is kind of paradox, 
but in contemporary time,
people are very familiar with technology.

So we re-defined "interactive design" as a method
of knowing and seeing about

what we are, where we are, and so on.. 

In water, each color spreads as they want.
We can see how can they interact each ohter.
It is same with REAL world.

Then, we can see also time in that effect.
Because, old colors which are remained in water,
they will not disappear forever, and give an effet also.
It is an INFINITE, IN AND OUT, MOE-BIUS.

In MARBLING EFFECT, their patterns are the results of color
floated on either plain water.

It can give every different pattern for every times
as we put different color,quantity, even different shape.

It shows what we do our selves.
And it can show to us also about contingenty.

Interactive design in the urban fabric - 
Thus creation a POINT of communication "LARGER"
Causing a pause for reflection on the global



2-2_SOLVING DISCONNECTION
           (with concept model)

In the world, there are countless connection between people, transportation, digital, etc. 
Each point means node between world. And we did a lot of relation between these nodes. 

∞Möbius strip
Surface without identifiable "inner" and "outer" sides.
Outside is Inside, and Inside is Outside.
It means Continuous Path.

But now, that are tied complicated and they are not connected well.
So, making clear “connection” is obligatory in society to make it works well.
Thus, we made our model to express that. Each point means node and string means connection. 
And in our model, each node interacted with well organization without any crash.



3_IN PANTIN
     disconnection

At first, I concentrated to study about 
various disconnection of Pantin.

Because, in spite of locating beside of 
Paris, this area looked like 

not connected well.

_between
transportation

_between
Green space

_between 
nature and city

For proposing to the organization of space, 
I want to use of Korean traditional culture “bang”.
Now, this is evolved as new culture to social space.
In this space, people can increase 
their familiarity by doing same thing.
 

I did 3 steps for selecting my spots to develop for making social space. 
For the first step, we searched vacant building which are not used. 
After that, I selected in terms of different kind of “disconnection”. 
After that, I selected 2 spots to develop.
They were selected because they have different type of surrounding. 
With them I want to solve 2 types disconnection which have totally different states. 



3-1_DISCONNECTION OF TRANSPORTATION
     disconnection

It is around the station of bus and metro.
It has disconnection between transportation and people.
Around this, there are 4 kinds of flow,
“metro”,“bus”,”car”, and “sidewalk”.
I want to not only solve but also give social space.

This building is composed with different bang which have different
function, and exposed to be used easily.

It have meeting area and waiting area for transportation users.
around this, there is not near green space. 

So meeting area is mixed with green.
Then, It has function of management of market.



3-2_DISCONNECTION OF NATURE
     

Along the canal, 
it have disconnection between nature and town
I want to make space not only inside, but also outside. 
.People have nature but they don’t use canal interactively.
And between space of appartement, there are 3 green space.
But they are not used actively also. 

To use the nature actively, I put 3 exterior program.
One is outdoor stage connectied with "centre de la danse"

and Second one is bridge for connecting 3 green space.
Third one is installation art 

for stimulation peoples' flow 

Bridges have a same level with sidewalk, 
so people can go easily between green spaces, 

And outdoor stage has a same level with side walk also, 
people who walking cross side of canal also can see the dancing performance.
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